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Abstract: In this study, we propose a four-dimensional modulation, referred to as modulation network coding (MNC), to address
the problem of decoding a signal from multiple source node transmissions in mobile fast fading channels. The MNC scheme
judiciously mixes a two-dimensional (2D) pilot symbol with a 2D information symbol, and makes use of a π/4 rotated
M-pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) constellation to guaranty an effective decoding of all the interfering symbols even in
the case of a smaller channel Doppler spread compared with the period of the MNC symbol. In addition, because the MNC
scheme makes use of an additional dimension introduced through orthogonal pulse waveform, the use of the pilot symbols
does not reduce the effective information rate. The analytical and simulation results show that it is possible to achieve a low
symbol error probability with a good signal-to-noise ratio when controlling a few parameters impacting the performance of
the system such as the synchronisation in time and in frequency of the source nodes.

1

Introduction

Recently, cooperative communication has gained
considerable interest in the research community as means to
optimise the network throughput in wireless networks.
Basically, cooperative communication techniques can be
grouped into three categories depending on how the users
share their resources. In cooperative spectrum sensing
[1–3], each cognitive radio independently performs
spectrum measurements locally and forwards its binary
decision to a common receiver (access point or cognitive
base station) to make a ﬁnal decision to improve spectrum
utilisation. In cooperative antenna sharing [4–6], the radios
share their antennas to create a virtual array for distributed
transmissions in order to reduce the performance
degradation caused by signal fading. In relay node-based
cooperative communications [7–10], intermediate nodes,
referred to as relay nodes, forward packets intended to other
nodes in such a way as to increase the performance of
transmissions in multi-hops communications. A common
point to these communication techniques is that they
usually use the carrier sense scheme, which is known for
unwanted collisions that can degrade the communications
performance. Efforts are therefore undergoing to address
this issue, so that in a near future, wireless communication
systems can consist of multiple simultaneous transmissions,
which still achieve a high throughput [11–14].
1.1

Problem formulation

For simplicity of presentation, let us consider a three node
wireless network in which two source nodes without
speciﬁc codes transmit within the same channel at the same
time slot to a third node which is assumed to be within
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their communication range. We assume that a node cannot
transmit and receive at the same time. The problem that we
address in this paper is about decoding all the signals
involved in the collision of the transmissions from the two
source nodes. Such a scenario corresponds for example to
the multiple access phase of the physical-layer network
coding (PLNC) scheme [15, 16] in the two-way relay
channel (TWRC).
1.2

Related work

Basically, signal source separation consists of extracting or
separating signals of interest from a mixture of signals.
Different techniques can be found in the literature, and their
practical limitations depend on the assumptions on which
they are based. In code division multiple access
(CDMA)-based systems [17], a correlator that accepts only
signal energy from the desired channel is used at the
receiver to separate and extract the signal of interest; the
contribution of the other signals is seen as noise.
In interference cancellation techniques, the interfering
signals are not seen as noise; their structure is determined
by the data that they carry, and the receiver exploits this
structure to combat the harmful effects of the interference.
For example, the authors in [18] proposed an interference
cancellation technique at the receiver that exploits the phase
shift and channel attenuation information of each interfering
signal. PLNC is another technique used for decoding
signals from multiple sources. Initially applied to TWRC
[15, 16], extracting the signal of interest in PLNC requires
the knowledge of at least one colliding signal. To improve
the performance of the traditional PLNC, other
PLNC-based techniques that make use of speciﬁc
modulation techniques have been proposed. For example,
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the authors in [19] proposed the use of an M-quadrature
amplitude modulation (M-QAM), whereas the authors in
[20] used a modiﬁed high-order PAM to improve the
performance of the communication systems using PLNC.
Contrary to most of these approaches which do not provide
means for the receiver node to know the content of all the
colliding packets, we have proposed in a previous work
[21] a non-central symmetry constellation modulation,
referred to as TRApezoid quadrature amplitude modulation
(TRAQAM), to address the problem of the superposition of
central symmetry constellation decision regions in
PLNC-based communications. Although TRAQAM makes
feasible the separation of two source signals, it is designed
for additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels under
unfaded synchronised transmissions.
In this work, we propose a four-dimensional (4D)
modulation appropriate for decoding signal from multiple
sources in mobile fast fading environments such as
vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETS). Multi-dimensional
modulation techniques were proposed long time in the past
to improve the noise margin of a signal constellation in
AWGN channels [22, 23]. However, owing to their
complexity for practical implementation, and despite some
interesting results observed, multi-dimensional modulations
have been marginally used compared with two-dimensional
(2D) modulation techniques (QPSK, QAM, etc.). This is up
until the work of Saha and Birdsall [24] in which a 4D
modulation scheme, referred to as quadrature–quadrature
phase-shift keying (Q2PSK) and which proved to be easy to
implement, was proposed. Since then, multi-dimensional
modulations have been gaining an increasing interest in the
research community, especially in the ﬁeld of optical
transmissions [25]. Contrary to [24], our multi-dimensional
modulation makes use of two non-overlapping
pulse-shaping signals in a similar direction as in [26], but
substantially differs from [26] by the presence of an
additional guard interval between the pulse-shaping signals,
plus an appropriate mixing mechanism of a 2D pilot
symbol with a 2D information symbol.

1.3

Contributions

1. Our solution, referred to as Modulation Network Coding
(MNC), is a 4D modulation using a two orthogonal
non-overlapping basis. MNC is appropriate for mobile fast
fading environments. The scheme makes use of an MNC
symbol that is a judicious mixture of a pilot symbol with an
information symbol.
2. The use of the pilot symbols in the MNC scheme does not
reduce the effective information rate since it makes use of an
additional dimension introduced through orthogonal pulse
waveform.
3. The MNC scheme uses an M-PAM constellation rotated by
π/4 to considerably reduce the degrees of freedom in the
decoding process. It is therefore possible to decode all the
interfering signals involved in the collision.
4. The analytical and simulation results show that for cases
where the difference in synchronisation between the two
source nodes and the receiver is small, such as in VANETS
for example, the MNC scheme provides a good
performance in terms of symbol error probability (SEP).
5. The mixing of the information symbol with a pilot symbol
in the MNC scheme allows capturing the channel state
information (CSI) required for decoding the interference,
thus making transmissions robust to fast fading channels.
1716
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6. With the MNC scheme, the decoding process has a good
performance even for MNC symbol periods larger than the
Doppler spread of the channel.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section
2, we present the modulation and the demodulation using the
MNC scheme. We also detail the derivation of the SEP. In
Section 3, we evaluate the performance of the MNC
scheme, and we present some concluding remarks in
Section 4.

2

Modulation and demodulation

Multi-dimensional modulation techniques were proposed in
the past to improve the noise margin of a signal
constellation in AWGN channels. Owing to practical
implementation, they have been marginally used up until the
work of Saha and Birdsall [24] in which a 4D modulation
scheme called Q2PSK proved to be easy to implement. In
this work, the proposed 4D modulation makes use of two
orthogonal non-overlapping pulse-shaping signals. This
allows the mixing of a 2D pilot symbol with a 2D
information symbol to form the MNC symbol.
2.1

Modulation

In general, a bandpass signal si(t) transmitted by a mobile
node (i) can be presented in the following form


si (t) = Re s̃i (t) ej2pfc t

(1)

where fc is the carrier frequency, and s̃i (t) is the complex
envelope given by
(i)
s̃i (t) = s(i)
I (t) + jsQ (t)

(2)

(i)
s(i)
I (t) and sQ (t) are the information-bearing signal amplitudes
of the quadrature carriers of the node (i).
Basically, 4D modulations are characterised by the use of
two orthogonal sinusoid basis pulse-shaping signals in each
of the in-phase and quadrature-phase carrier signals of a 2D
modulation. To recover the transmitted data, the receiver
exploits the orthogonality of the basis signals by the use of
ﬁlters, each matching one speciﬁc basis signal. The signal
(i)
amplitudes s(i)
I (t) and sQ (t) of each node (i) are expressed as
(i)
0
s(i)
I (t) = SI f1 (t) + SI f2 (t)

(3)

(i)
0
s(i)
Q (t) = SQ f1 (t) + SQ f2 (t)

(4)

where SI0 and SQ0 are the I–Q coordinates of the pilot symbol,
 (i) (i) 
SI , SQ is the information symbol, and φ1(t) and φ2(t) are
two orthogonal basis of non-overlapping data shaping
pulses deﬁned over the interval (0, T ). Contrary to [24],
and in a similar direction as in [26], we make use in the
MNC scheme of two non-overlapping pulse-shaping signals
that are further separated by a guard interval, as shown in
Fig. 1. It is worth noting that it is essential in the MNC
scheme that the orthogonal non-overlapping data shaping
pulses are being time shifted in order to reduce the
decoding complexity of the interfering symbols.
Note that another speciﬁcity of the MNC scheme is the use
of a pilot symbol instead of additional information symbols as
IET Commun., 2013, Vol. 7, Iss. 16, pp. 1715–1728
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components. Considering the following notations: hi2 = hi
and hi1 = hi + δhi, we have (see (6))
Without loss of generality, we assume an ideal carrier
frequency and symbol timing recovery with respect to the
signal from node (1). We further assume that the
transmissions from the two source nodes are not
synchronised in frequency, and θ = 2π(δft − ( fc + δf)δt) ≠ 0,
which is well estimated during the carrier frequency
recovery process, does have a negligible time variation
during the time interval of interest. Such assumptions hold
in highly dynamic networks where the Doppler effect is
pronounced and the analysis time window is relatively short.
At the receiver node, the total signal received is the
superposition of the two time shifted electromagnetic faded
signals. It is given by
Fig. 1

Non-overlapped pulse-shaping signals in the MNC scheme

in standard multi-dimensional modulations. Although it
seems to reduce by a factor of two the throughput of the
system, it is not the case since the use of either the pilot
symbols or the redundancy of bits in channel coding are
frequent in communication systems to estimate the
characteristics of the channel and to determine transmission
errors. The particularity with the MNC scheme is that the
pilot symbol is transmitted together with an information
symbol; this has the beneﬁt of capturing the CSI required
for a coherent detection of the information symbol in highly
dynamic networks such as VANETS, where it is often
incorrectly assumed that the channel is stationary over the
period of two orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) symbols. That is, the CSI captured with the
training symbols are the same affecting the information
symbols [27]. On the contrary, we assume that the channel
is stationary during a period which is smaller than the
MNC symbol; but we assume that the channel is stationary
over each half period of the MNC symbol. The particular
case where the period of the MNC symbol is smaller than
the Doppler spread of the channel will also be derived.
The signal si(t) from the mobile source node (i) traverses
independent fading channels which corrupt its amplitude
and phase. In the passage of the signal si(t) over the
channel (i), the carrier phase changes to fi = fc + δfi, and the
amplitudes of the ﬁrst half MNC symbol and the second
half MNC symbol are, respectively, attenuated by the factor
hi1 and hi2.
2.2

Demodulation

Let ri(t) be the signal received by the receiver node when only
the node (i) transmits. We have (see (5))
with ñi (t) being the complex AWGN with double-sided power
spectral density N0/2 for both the real and imaginary
ri (t) = Re



r(t) = r1 (t) + r2 (t − dt)

where, given (3) and (4), the signals r1(t) and r2(t − δt), after
expansion, are
r1 (t) = rI(1) (t)p(t) − rQ(1) (t)q(t)

(8)

r2 (t − dt) = rI(2) (t − dt)p(t) − rQ(2) (t − dt)q(t)

(9)

where, p(t) = cos2πfct, q(t) = sin2πfct and


rI(1) (t) = h1 SI0 f1 (t) + SI(1) f2 (t) + dh1 SI0 f1 (t) + n(1)
I (t)
(10)


rQ(1) (t) = h1 SQ0 f1 (t) + SQ(1) f2 (t) + dh1 (SQ0 f1 (t) + n(1)
Q (t)
(11)


rI(2) (t − dt) = h2 SI0 cos u − SQ0 sin u f1 (t − dt)


+ SI(2) cos u − SQ(2) sin u f2 (t − dt)


+ dh2 SI0 cos u − SQ0 sin u f1 (t − dt) + n(2)
I (t),
(12)

rQ(2) (t − dt) = h2 (SI0 sin u + SQ0 cos u)f1 (t − dt)


+ SI(2) sin u + SQ(2) cos u f2 (t − dt)


+ dh2 SI0 sin u + SQ0 cos u f1 (t − dt) + n(2)
Q (t)
(13)

 

hi1 SI0 f1 (t) + hi2 SI(i) f2 (t) + j hi1 SQ0 f1 (t) + hi2 SQ(i) f2 (t) ej2p( fc +dfi )t + ñi (t) ,

 

ri (t) = Re hi SI0 f1 (t) + SI(i) f2 (t) + j SQ0 f1 (t) + SQ(i) f2 (t) ej2p( fc +dfi )t


+dhi SI0 + jSQ0 f1 (t) ej2p( fc +dfi )t + ñi (t) , 0 ≤ t ≤ T
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(5)
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Let us use the following notations
(1)
0
w(1)
I (t) = dh1 SI f1 (t) + nI (t)
(1)
0
w(1)
Q (t) = dh1 SQ f1 (t) + nQ (t)



0
0
(t)
=
d
h
S
cos
u
−
S
sin
u
f1 (t − dt) + n(2)
w(2)
2
I
Q
I
I (t)
w(2)
Q (t)



= dh2 SI0 sin u + SQ0 cos u f1 (t − dt) + n(2)
Q (t)

Therefore we have


rI(1) (t) = h1 SI0 f1 (t) + SI(1) f2 (t) + w(1)
I (t)

(14)



rQ(1) (t) = h1 SQ0 f1 (t) + SQ(1) f2 (t) + w(1)
Q (t)

(15)


SI0 cos u − SQ0 sin u f1 (t − dt)


+ SI(2) cos u − SQ(2) sin u f2 (t − dt) + w(2)
I (t)


rQ(2) (t − dt) = h2 SI0 sin u + SQ0 cos u f1 (t − dt)


+ SI(2) sin u + SQ(2) cos u f2 (t − dt) + w(2)
Q (t)
rI(2) (t − dt) = h2



(16)

3, respectively. For analysis purpose, let us consider w(j)
K,
for K = I, Q and j = 1, 2, as the corrupting term in the signal
received in the corresponding branch. Hence, to distinguish
between the corrupted samples and those uncorrupted, we
use in the rest of the paper the following notation: for an
uncorrupted sample, we use the superscript (.)0, and for a
corrupted sample, there is no superscript (e.g. For an
uncorrupted sample UK0f , the corresponding corrupted
j

sample is UKf = UK0 + WK , where WK
j

fj

uIf (t) = rI (t) ⊗ fj j2
j

T
(2)
− t = u(1)
If (t) + uIf (t)
6
j
j

(1)
2
u(1)
If (t) = rI (t) ⊗ fj j
j

T
−t
6

(2)
2
u(2)
If (t) = rI (t − dt) ⊗ fj j
j

where
(18)

rQ (t) = rQ(1) (t) + rQ(2) (t − dt)

(19)

The coherent demodulation in the MNC scheme is performed
in the following manner:
† We obtain the in-phase signal rI(t), and the
quadrature-phase signal rQ(t) by multiplying the received
signal r(t) by p(t) and q(t) respectively, and then using a
low-pass ﬁlter.
† The signal in each branch I or Q is then split into four
branches having each a ﬁlter matched to either φ1(t) or φ2(t)
correspondingly. At the output of each ﬁlter matched, the
signal is sampled at the optimum position. For simplicity of
presentation, we do not consider multipath interference in
this analysis; the effect of the multipath interference on the
performance of the MNC scheme will be addressed in
future work.
Let us denote UIf and UIf (resp. UQw and UQw ), the
1
2
1
2
outputs in the I-branch (resp. Q-branch) of the matched
ﬁlters sampled at the optimum positions t = T/6, and t = 2T/

1718
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(20)

where ⊗ is the convolution operator, and

(17)

rI (t) = rI(1) (t) + rI(2) (t − dt)

is the corrupting
fj

term at the output of the matched ﬁlter φj in the K-branch,
K = I, Q and j = 1, 2). For simplicity of presentation, we
ﬁrst present the expressions of the signals at the output of
the matched ﬁlters in the absence of the corrupting term,
say UI0f , UI0f , UQ0 f and UQ0 f . The effect of the additive
1
2
1
2
corrupting term will be added later in the analysis. In
addition, we assume that the time offset is not greater than
the time guard interval, that is, δt < T/6. This assumption
holds in environment such as VANETS, where
transmissions can be scheduled to be synchronised;
therefore, δt represents the time synchronisation error
because of any impairment.
At the output of the matched ﬁlter φj ( j 2(T/6) − t), j = 1, 2,
in the I-branch, we have

After expansion, the total signal received at the receiver node
is expressed as
r(t) = rI (t)p(t) − rQ (t)q(t)

fj

(21)

T
−t
6

(22)

Considering the deﬁnition of the convolution operation, we
have
T
0
u(1)
If (t) = h1 SI
j

f1 (u)fj j2
0

T
−t+u
6

T

+ h1 SI(1)

f2 (u)fj j2
0

du

T
−t+u
6

du

By sampling at t = j 2(T/6), we have
u(1)
If j

T
j
6
2



T

= h1 SI0
T
×

=

f1 (u)fj (u) du + SI(1)

0


f2 (u)fj (u) du

(23)

0

h1 ESI0 ,

if j = 1

h1 ESI(1) ,

if j = 2

T
where, E = 0 f2j (u) du is the energy over one symbol
T
contained in φj (t), and given that 0 f2 (u)f1 (u) du = 0.
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UQ0 f = SI0 h1 E + h2 C(dt) cos u + h2 C(dt) sin u

Similarly (see equation at the bottom of the page)

(31)

1

By sampling at t = j 2(T/6), we have
u(2)
Ifj

j

UQ0 f = SI(1) h1 E + SI(2) h2 C(dt) cos u + SI(2) h2 C(dt) sin u (32)


 T
= h2 SI0 cos u − SQ0 sin u
f1 (u − dt)fj (u) du

2T

6

2

From (29) and (31), we have

0



 T
(2)
(2)
f2 (u − dt)fj (u) du
+ SI cos u − SQ sin u

h2 C(dt) sin u =

0

UQ0 f − UI0f
1

1

(33)

2SI0

Given that
and

T

fm (u − dt)fn (u) du = 0
0

h1 E + h2 C(dt) cos u =

UQ0 f + UI0f
1

for m ≠ n, and using the following notation

C(dt) =

(T /2)(j−1)+dt

fj (u − dt)fj (u) du

SI(i)

we have

=

SI0

×

ai UQ0 + bi UI0f
f2

ci UQ0 f + di UI0f

2.3

We proceed in a similar manner to determine the samples at
the outputs of the matched ﬁlters in the Q-branch.
In summary, we have


UI0f = h1 ESI0 + h2 C(dt) SI0 cos u − SQ0 sin u

(25)



UI0f = h1 ESI(1) + h2 C(dt) SI(2) cos u − SQ(2) sin u

(26)

1

2

UQ0 f

w(1)
j2
If



1

j

T
6



2

relative to the Q-branch.Considering an M-PAM constellation
rotated by (π/4), we have SI = SQ for any constellation point.
Thus, (25), (26), (27) and (28) become, respectively

w(1)
Qf

j2
j

T
6

(29)

UI0f
2

=

SI(1) h1 E

+ SI(2) h2 C(dt) cos u − SI(2) h2 C(dt) sin u

u(2)
Ifj (t)

= h2



SI0

cos u −

SQ0

+

SI(2)

cos u −

if j = 2

f1

T
= dh1 SQ0

T

f1 (u)fj (u) du +
0

 T
sin u

SQ(2)

(36)
n(1)
Q (u)fj (u) du

0

⎧
⎨ dh1 ESQ0 + NQ(1) ,
f

if j = 1

⎩ N (1) ,
Qf2

if j = 2

1

(37)

f1 (u − dt)fj j2

 T
sin u
0
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if j = 1

⎩ N (1) ,
If 2

(30)

0



0

⎧
⎨ dh1 ESI0 + NI(1) ,

=

1

n(1)
I (u)fj (u) du

f1 (u)fj (u) du +
0

=

(28)



UI0f = SI0 h1 E + h2 C(dt) cos u − h2 C(dt) sin u

(35)

T

T
= dh1 SI0

(27)


= h1 ESQ(1) + h2 C(dt) SI(2) sin u + SQ(2) cos u

i = 1, 2

Symbol error probability

relative to the I-branch and
UQ0 f

,

1

We assume two types of error which may affect the received
signal: the error because of the presence of the additive
Gaussian noise, and the error because of a difference
between the channel attenuation factors at both the
information symbol and the pilot symbol of the MNC
symbol. This latter error corresponds to a Doppler spread of
the channel smaller than the period of the MNC symbol;
we will simply refer to it throughout the rest of the paper as
the Doppler spread error. At the output of the matched ﬁlter
φj ( j 2(T/6) − t), j = 1, 2, and by sampling at t = j 2(T/6), the
additive corrupting terms in the I-branch and the Q-branch
are, respectively, given by

(24)


= h1 ESQ0 + h2 C(dt) SI0 sin u + SQ0 cos u

2

where, a1 = c1 = tanθ − 1, b1 = d1 = tanθ + 1, a2 = c2 = 1 and
b2 = d2 = − 1.



⎧
⎨ h2 C(dt) SI0 cos u − SQ0 sin u , if j = 1
T


=
j2
⎩ h C(dt) S (2) cos u − S (2) sin u , if j = 2
6
2
I
Q

1

(34)

From (30) and (32), and considering (33) and (34), we obtain



 j2 +1 (T /6)

1

u(2)
If

1

2SI0

f2 (u − dt)fj

T
−t+u
6

T
j −t+u
6
2

du

du
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(see (38 and 39))

and

Let us denote
WIf =
1

dh1 ESI0
+

wQ



+ dh2 C(dt) SI0 cos u − SQ0 sin u + NI(1)
f
1

f1

= dh1 E + dh2 C(dt)( sin u + cos u) + nQf

Substituting the expressions of UI0 , UI0f , UQ0 f , UQ0 f , wIf ,

NI(2)
f1

f1

2

1

2

1

wQf , wIf and wQf into (41), the estimated symbols can be
1
2
2
put in the following form



WQf = dh1 ESQ0 + dh2 C(dt) SI0 cos u − SQ0 sin u + NQ(1)f
1

1

1

+ NQ(2)f

Ŝi = Si ĥi + ŵi

1

where

WIf = NI(1)
+ NI(2)
f
f
2

2

2

WQf = NQ(1)f + NQ(2)f
2

2

ĥ1 =

2

Considering that UKf = UK0 + WK , for K = I, Q, j = 1, 2
j
fj
fj
and SI0 = 1, we have

SI(i) = SI0 ×

ai

UQ0
f

ci UQ0

2

f1

− WQ

+ bi

f2

− WQf

UI0f
2

ŵ1 =

− WI

2Eh1 tan u
,
D1

ĥ2 =

2C(dt)h2 sin u
D2



nQf − nIf − tan u nQf + nIf
2

2

2

2

D1

1

1

1

Since the exact value WKf of the additive corrupting

Ŝi =

− wQ

+ bi

f2

− wI

f2




 ,
ci UQ0 f − wQf + di UI0f − wIf
2

1

1

1

where SI0 = SQ0 = 1
2

wI

f1

2

2

w(2)
j2
If
j

T
6

f1

T

 T
= dh2 SI0 cos u − SQ0 sin u
f1 (u − dt)fj (u) du + n(2)
I (u)fj (u) du
0

=

j

j2

T
6

0

⎧


⎨ dh2 C(dt) SI0 cos u − SQ0 sin u + NI(2) ,

if j = 1

⎩ N (2) ,

if j = 2

f1

If 2

w(2)
Qf

1

and h = a11h11 + a12h12 + a21h21 + a22h22, with a11 = − a12 =
− (ci + di)E,
and
a21 = − a22 = − C(δt)[sinθ(ci − di) +
cosθ(ci + di)]. We assume that h is a linear combination of
independent Rayleigh distributed random variables hij, for i,
j = 1, 2. As the sum of random variables, and assuming
that all the random variables are pairwise independent, we

2

= dh1 E + dh2 C(dt)( cos u − sin u) + nI

2





yi  N mYi = ci UQ0 f + di UI0f , s2Yi = c2i + di2 N0 /2

1

1

1

and zi = yi + h, with

(41)

i = 1, 2

wQf = nQf , wIf = nIf

2





xi  N mXi = ai UQ0 f + bi UI0f , s2Xi = a2i + b2i N0 /2
2

ai

2

D2

When both the Gaussian noise and
spread error
  the
 Doppler

are considered, we deﬁne Ŝi = xi / zi , where

j

term required to determine SI(i) is unknown, we adopt the
notation ŜI(i) (or simply Ŝi ) to distinguish between the
estimated symbol and the real symbol transmitted SI(i) . Then
UI0f
2

−nQf + nIf


 



D1 = 2 h1 − dh1 E tan u − tan u nQf + nIf − nIf − nQf
1
1
1
1


D2 = 2 h2 − dh2 C(dt) sin u + nIf − nQf

(40)

i = 1, 2

UQ0
f

, ŵ2 =

f2


,
+ di UI0f − WIf

1

(42)

(38)

T

 T
= dh2 SI0 sin u + SQ0 cos u
f1 (u − dt)fj (u) du + n(2)
Q (u)fj (u) du
0

=

0



⎧
⎨ dh2 C(dt) SI0 sin u + SQ0 cos u + NQ(2) ,
f

if j = 1

⎩ N (2) ,
Qf

if j = 2

2
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have (see (43))
Therefore the density function of the random variable Ŝi is
given by

fŜi (s) =

1
0

⎛ 
2 ⎞
l
s
−
m
5
Xi ⎟  
l5
√ exp⎜
⎝−
⎠fZi l5 dl5 (44)
2
2
s
sX 2p
Xi
i

In particular, for dhi = 0, that is, h11 = h12 and h21 = h22, that
is, when considering only the error because of the additive
Gaussian noise, the density function fŜi (s) is given by
Pham-Gia et al. [28]
fŜi (s) =

Ki
F
s2Yi s2 + s2Xi 1 1



1; 1/2; Qi (s) − 1 , s , 1

(45)
Fig. 2 (π/4)-4PAM constellation

where

Qi (s) =

1


2
s2Yi mXi s + mYi s2Xi

symbol transmitted by the node (i) and can be any symbol
Sk, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, of the (π/4)-4PAM constellation.
Let Pi(e|Sk) be the error probability that the symbol Sk
transmitted by node (i) is erroneously estimated. We have

s2Yi s2 + s2Xi

 2

2
sXi sYi
1 mXi mYi
Ki =
exp −
+
p
2 s2Xi s2Yi
2s2Xi s2Yi



Pi e|S1 = Pr {s ≤ 0} + Pr {s . 2}




= 1 + FŜi 0|S1 − FŜi 2|S1


Pi e|S2 = Pr {s . 0} + Pr {s ≤ −2}




= 1 − FŜi 0|S2 + FŜi −2|S2

and
1 F1 (a; g; z) =

1

(a)k zk
(g)k k!
k=0





Pi e|S3 = Pr {s ≤ 2} = FŜi 2|S3

is the conﬂuent hypergeometric function of the ﬁrst kind
in which (α)k = α(α + 1)…(α + k − 1) and (γ)k = γ(γ + 1)…
(γ + k − 1) are Pochhammer coefﬁcients.
When only the error because of the Doppler spread of the
channel is considered, that is, we neglect the effect of the
additive Gaussian noise, we have Ŝi = ((mXi )/(mYi + h)),
and the density function fŜi (s) is given by (see (46))





Pi e|S4 = Pr {s . −2} = 1 − FŜi −2|S4


where FŜi u|Sv is the multivariate cumulative distribution
u
FŜi (u) =

Without loss of generality, we consider the (π/4)-4PAM
constellation (M = 4) shown in Fig. 2, in which we have
four symbols S1(1, 1), S2( −1, −1), S3(3, 3) and S4( −3, −3)
in the I–Q plain. For clarity of notation, S (i) represents the

 
fZi zi =

1 1 1 1
−1

−1


× exp −

fŜi (s) =

−1

l21





+ l2 − l1
2a211 s2h

2 



⎛ 


exp −

l23



+ zi − l4 + l2 + l3
2a222 s2h

  

1 1 1 m l l l − l 
m
s
−
m
+
l
+
l
Xi 1 3 2
1
Xi /
Yi
2
3
−1

−1

⎛

−1

l23 +
⎜
× exp⎝−

a411 a422 s8h s2

  
2 ⎞
mXi /s − mYi + l2 + l3 ⎟
⎠dl1 dl2 dl3
2a222 s2h
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fŜi (n) dn

given that the symbol Sv was transmitted by the source node
(i). Let Sj, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, be the symbol transmitted by the other
source node, and let us assume that the symbols Sj are equally

l1 l3 l2 − l1 zi − l4 + l2 + l3
⎜
√
exp⎝−
a411 a422 s8h sYi 2p
−1



−1

l4 − mYi
2s2Yi

2 ⎞
⎟
⎠

2 

(43)

dl1 dl2 dl3 dl4




2 
l21 + l2 − l1
exp −
2a211 s2h
(46)
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erroneously estimated is given by

likely. We have

 1
FŜi u|Sv =
4

4





FŜi u|Sv , Sj

(47)

Pi (e) =



1 4
Pi e|Sk
4 k=1

(48)

j=1

where, FŜi (u|Sv , Sj ) is the multivariate cumulative
distribution FŜi (u) given that the symbol Sv was transmitted
by the source node (i) and the symbol Sj was transmitted by
the other source node. Further, we assume that the symbols
Sv are equally likely. Therefore, the error probability Pi (e)
that the symbol transmitted by the source node (i) is

Finally, to compute the error probability P(e) of the
interference symbol, we assume that if at least one of the
estimated interfering symbols Ŝi is incorrectly decoded, then
the interference symbol is said to be incorrectly decoded.
That is
P(e) = P1 (e) + P2 (e) − P1 (e)P2 (e)

(49)

Fig. 3 SEP for different channel attenuation intervals in presence of both the additive Gaussian noise and the Doppler spread error

Fig. 4 SEP for different channel attenuation intervals in presence of only the additive Gaussian noise
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3

Performance evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the MNC
scheme with respect to the severity of the channel
attenuation, the phase difference between the two source
nodes, and the time offset between the transmissions from
the two source nodes.
3.1

Impact of the channel attenuation

We consider three cases corresponding each to an interval in
which the channel attenuation factor hij, belongs following a
Rayleigh distribution. For a severe attenuation, we assume
that hij ∈ [0.2, 0.5]. In the second case, we assume that

hij ∈ [0.5, 0.8]. In the last case corresponding to a slight
attenuation, we assume that hij ∈ [0.8, 1]. Each of these
cases is further evaluated in the cases where the additive
Gaussian noise and/or the Doppler spread error are
considered. The other parameters are set as follows: θ = π/4
and C(δt) = E.
First, we consider the case of the presence of both the
additive Gaussian noise and the Doppler spread error. We
evaluate the SEP with respect to E/(N0 + N1) of each
interfering symbol Si; N1 being the energy carried by the
additive term because of the Doppler spread error. The
results are shown in Fig. 3. Three main observations can be
made. First, for δt = 0 (C(δt) = E), θ = π/4, and for any value
of hij, the SEP of the interfering symbols Si are the

Fig. 5 Comparison between the SEP of both the cases of the presence of only the additive Gaussian noise and the presence of both the
Gaussian noise and the Doppler spread error

Fig. 6 SEP with respect to E/N0 for different values of E/N1
IET Commun., 2013, Vol. 7, Iss. 16, pp. 1715–1728
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Fig. 7 SEP with respect to E/N1 for different values of E/N0

same. Second, the SEP of the sum of symbols is higher than
the SEP of each interfering symbol. Third, the SEP of the
symbols increases as the channel attenuation factor decreases.
To capture only the effects of the additive Gaussian noise,
we set the channel attenuation factors such that h11 = h12 and
h21 = h22. We evaluate the SEP of the symbols with respect to
E/N0. The results are shown in Fig. 4. The same observations
are made as for the case of the presence of both the additive
Gaussian noise and the Doppler spread error.
Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the SEP of both the
cases of the presence of only the additive Gaussian noise and
the presence of both the Gaussian noise and the Doppler
spread error. Only the case where hij ∈ [0.8, 1] is shown.
The results show a slight difference between the SEP in the
two cases. The presence of the additive term N1 because of the

Fig. 8

Doppler spread error has a negligible effect on the SEP of the
symbols. However, we observe in Fig. 6 that this difference
increases as the value (in dB) of the ratio E/N1 decreases.
In Fig. 7, the SEP of the interference symbol with respect to
E/N1 is represented for different values of the ratio E/N0.
We observe that the variation of the SEP of the symbols
with respect to E/N1 depends on the value of E/N0. The
variation becomes noticeable as the ratio E/N0 increases.
3.2 Impact of the phase difference between the
two source nodes
In this section, the performance of the MNC scheme is
evaluated regarding the value of θ, the phase difference
between the two source nodes. Three values are considered:

SEP for different values of θ in presence of both the additive Gaussian noise and the additive term because of the Doppler spread error
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Fig. 9 SEP for different values of θ in presence of only the additive Gaussian noise

θ = π/8, θ = π/4 and θ = π/2. We evaluate each case
considering the presence or absence of both the additive
Gaussian noise and the additive term because of the
Doppler spread error. The channel attenuation factor hij ∈
[0.8, 1], and the time offset between the transmissions from
the two source nodes is such that C(δt) = E.
In presence of both the additive Gaussian noise and the
additive term because of the Doppler spread error, we
evaluate the SEP of the symbols with respect to E/(N0 +
N1). The results are shown in Fig. 8. We observe that for C
(δt) = E, and for different value of either hij or θ, the SEP of
the symbols Si have the same behaviour. In addition, we
observe that the SEP of the symbols increases as the phase
difference θ between the two source nodes increases.

The effects of only the additive Gaussian noise on the
performance of the MNC scheme is captured by setting
h11 = h12 and h21 = h22. In Fig. 9, we present the SEP of
the symbols with respect to E/N0. As in the case of the
presence of both the additive Gaussian noise and the
additive term, because of the Doppler spread error, the SEP
of the symbols increases as the phase difference θ between
the two source nodes increases.
The comparison between the SEP of both the cases of the
presence of only the additive Gaussian noise and the presence
of both the additive Gaussian noise and the additive term
because of the Doppler spread error is shown in Fig. 10 for
θ = π/8. A slight difference between the SEP in the two
cases can be observed; this is due by the presence of the

Fig. 10 Comparison between the SEP of both the cases of the presence of only the additive Gaussian noise and the presence of both the
Gaussian noise and the Doppler spread error
IET Commun., 2013, Vol. 7, Iss. 16, pp. 1715–1728
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Fig. 11 SEP with respect to E/N0 for different values of E/N1

additive term N1 because of the Doppler spread error in the
latter case.
As was the case in Fig. 6, it is shown in Fig. 11 for different
values of θ, the difference between the SEP increases as the
value (in dB) of the ratio E/N1 decreases both in the case of
the presence of only the additive Gaussian noise and in the
case of both the presence of the Gaussian noise and the
Doppler spread error.
The observation of the SEP of the interference symbol with
respect to E/N1 depicted in Fig. 12 for different values of the
ratio E/N0 reveals that the variation of the SEP of the symbols
with respect to E/N1, for θ = π/8, is negligible whatever the
value of E/N0.

3.3 Impact of the time offset between
transmissions
The performance of the MNC scheme is analysed, in this
section, with respect to the value of δt. Three different
values of δt are considered; they are such that C(δt) = (E/2),
C(δt) = (3E/4), and C(δt) = E. The other parameters are set
as θ = π/4, and the channel attenuation factor as hij ∈ [0.8,
1]. The results presented in Fig. 13 of the evaluation of the
SEP of the symbols with respect to E/(N0 + N1) show that
contrary to the previous cases of the variation of both hij
and θ, the SEP of the symbol S1 does not vary with respect
to the time offset δt. These results conﬁrm the

Fig. 12 SEP with respect to E/N1 for different values of E/N0
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Fig. 13 SEP for different values of the time offset between the transmissions in presence of both the additive Gaussian noise and the Doppler
spread error

Fig. 14 SEP for different values of the time offset between the transmissions in presence of only the additive Gaussian noise

straightforward analysis deduced from the expressions of the
estimated symbols in (42), where we can see that only the
estimated symbol Ŝ2 is related to C(δt).
The same observations are made in Fig. 14 when
considering only the presence of the additive Gaussian
noise. The conclusions in the case of the presence of only
the additive term because of the Doppler spread error are
the same as the ones obtained from Figs. 6 and 7.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the problem of decoding signals
from multiple source transmissions in mobile fading
IET Commun., 2013, Vol. 7, Iss. 16, pp. 1715–1728
doi: 10.1049/iet-com.2013.0134

channels. We have proposed a 4D modulation, referred to
as MNC, which judiciously mixes a 2D pilot symbol with a
2D information symbol, and which makes use of a π/4
rotated M-PAM constellation. Unlike traditional modulation
schemes, the use of the pilot symbols in the MNC scheme
does not reduce the effective information rate; this is
because the MNC scheme makes use of an additional
dimension introduced through orthogonal pulse waveform.
Also, the use of a π/4 rotated M-PAM constellation in the
MNC scheme considerably reduces the degrees of freedom
of the system and thus also reduces complexity of the
demodulation process. In addition, since the MNC scheme
can basically use a similar modem structure as the Q2PSK
modem which has shown to be easily implementable [24],
1727
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the complexity of the implementation of the MNC scheme is
therefore reduced. Analytical and simulations results further
show that with a relative control of few parameters
impacting the transmission performance such as the
synchronisation of the source nodes in time or in frequency,
it is possible to guaranty the decoding of all the interfering
symbols with negligible errors. We also observe that the
mixing of both the information symbol and the pilot symbol
in the MNC scheme has the effect of making the decoding
of the signals from multiple sources robust to fast fading
channels. The effect of the multipath interference on the
performance of the MNC scheme will be addressed in
future work. Also, we plan to investigate the impact of the
pulse waveform shapes, including not time multiplexed
pulse waveforms, on the decoding process of signals from
multiple source transmissions in mobile fading channels.
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